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DON ’T TALK TO STRANGERS
Many of life’s most interesting situations arise from
encounters with the unexpected. A chance meeting
in the street, a vision on the bus ride home, even a
website stumbled upon by accident can channel the
power of the unknown into evocative new experiences.
The dialogues found in this book are a result of the
exhibition Don’t Talk to Strangers, which took
place in New York and Zurich. What’s special about
it? It was conceived to lead viewers toward new
experiences by integrating the unexpected into its
very structure.
Artists presented their works in the privacy of
strangers’ homes, while items belonging to those
same strangers (furniture, books, and personal
objects) were reinstalled in a public art space. With
the exchange complete, visitors to the gallery were
invited to ask private hosts, whose phone numbers
were available alongside their displayed belongings,
about the opening hours of their newly appropriated
“home galleries.” A far more personal experience.
Visitors searching for a contemporary art fix were
instead led on a pilgrimage in the name of art, replacing the passive act of viewing with an open and
unpredictable experience of exploration. The initial
disappointment at the lack of works within the art
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space thus became a chance to discover far more
than the art itself — in exchange for taking the time
to do so.
A stranger’s home offered the perfect setting, the
grand stage from which a narrative could weave itself
between host, viewer, and work of art, linking private and public spaces and quite possibly making
someone’s personal experience an inseparable part
of the art on display.
If Don’t Talk to Strangers offered a more personal
system for viewing contemporary works, it’s only
because those involved with the exhibition accepted
to leap into the unknown. Maybe, by reading
through some of the narratives we’ve retraced as
dialogues in this book, you will too.
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The Last Visitor
On Sunday evening, around nine o’clock, one last
visitor rings the bell at the host’s apartment. After
a long, busy weekend, little traffic is left on the
Langstrasse, Zurich’s most notorious mile-long
stretch of amusement. Empty caipirinha cups
cover the street, sending a strong smell of rotting
lemons and beer throughout the air. Then, as if
out of nowhere, the door opens and two strangers
look into each other’s eyes.
I am here to see the…

was a quick decision.

You’re here to see the exhibition.

(While the stranger looks at the art
work)

Right.
Come on in.
(Small talk continues for a few minutes. No friends in common can be
determined, though the visitor thinks

he’s been to a house party in the
same apartment building before.)
Why do you open doors for complete
strangers?
I guess that people think I’m either
lonely or an art fanatic. But none
of that is true. It was more of a
kind of coincidence. A former roommate knows the curators, who were
looking for a big apartment to
in

clude in the project. One thing
led to another. Now our flat’s been
turned into a public showroom for
two weeks.

Lots of visitors asked, “where is
the art work?” when entering our
apartment. Here it is. Federico
Herrero turned parts of the living

room into canvases of bright green.
And the table?
This was already kind of the heart
of the room. It’s a pull-out table,
which we can turn into a ping-pong
table.
And did you play with the guests?

And you don’t mind?

Yes, I suppose that the project is
as much about the interaction between
host and guests as it is about the
art. One time, a stranger, a woman in
her late twenties, was here.
We started to play table tennis and
came up with a bet. The loser had to
cook. Let me tell you, her cooking
was incredible.

We were intrigued by the idea, so it

What about your stuff?
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As you can see, insights into my private life are limited, as we don’t
really have much personal stuff lying
around. The flat was recently renovated — ever since, lots of stuff has
been stored away in the attic. As
long as nobody sleeps in my bed or
goes through my closet, I’m fine with
it.
(The host shows the visitor the
secret piece of art that the artist

left for the hosts. Something that
nobody discovered during the opening
night.)
Did you know the artist?
No. But since we both worked in Latin
America for a while, we have some
things in common with Federico. We
also offered to let him sleep at our
place. That’s probably what convinced
him. He wants to stay where he creates art. And later on, we learned
that he also has a solo presentation
at this year’s Art Basel, so he’ll
be back soon.
(The visitor tells another story
about another artist.)

something like “I don’t understand
anything about art.”
And do you like it?
Honestly, I have to say that I initially expected there to be more
colors. I googled the artist beforehand and saw how colorful his work
was. I thought that he was probably
going to paint the whole ceiling
in the style of an abstract Sistine
Chapel. But then again, I guess
that an artist doesn’t need to meet
expectations — that would be too
boring. That said, I feel like the

green walls make my living room
more exciting now, while still being
discreet, not distracting. Before,

the room was too empty; now, in a
way, my apartment feels complete.
And the question of whether I should
hang my pictures up on the wall or
not is solved.
What will happen with your green
walls?
For now, we’ll leave everything as it
is. When we move out of the apartment
we’ll have to see. Though nobody is
planning on moving out any time soon.

How was he? Federico.
Actually, I wasn’t around to see him
that much. When I got to know him,
in the beginning, he was really shy.
Then, as he started working, he
quickly opened up and started talking
very freely about his work, about
the process and the rhythm of color.
He loved the idea of the game that
we were playing when he first visited
the apartment. He wanted to keep it
as an element of his piece and work
around it, so there are also segments
of color painted to represent our
movements within this room.
What were the reactions to the work
like?
Positive. Mostly regarding the shade
of green, but also the table tennis,
which was already here before.
One neighbor said that he preferred
the walls painted in just one color.
But the ones who didn’t “see the
magic” acted diplomatically, saying
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(The visitor stays for a beer and
then leaves at around a quarter to
ten o’clock. The two end up finding
a friend they have in common.)

About Linda
Hi Ahmet,

Hey Ahmet,

Hope you are doing well well well.
It’s been a while since the dancers
made their way through your house.
For the upcoming publication of
Don’t Talk To Strangers we’d like
to include some short texts from
hosts about the experience of having
strangers in their home. Would you
be interested in sharing your views?

That’s good news. Would you be able
to deliver a text by next Wednesday?
I don’t know about the Abracadabra
concept yet, but I’m curious to find
out.
Sandino
--OK Sandino, I’ll try my best.
check out www.dilaraerbay.com;
or dilaraerbay.net

Sandino
--Hey Sandino,
Sure, I can try writing a page for
the Don’t Talk To Strangers. Dilara
introduced our concept, Abracadabra
Brooklyn, in Bedford Ave in the cafe
where she worked before. So i’m a
bit busy helping her but i can finish
the text soon.
best
ahmet

hope to see you in Brooklyn again.
best wishes
ahmet
--Hi Sandino,
Here’s the text.
Best
Ahmet

DON ’T TALK TO STRANGERS
We all appreciate and respect “art.” When we’re young,
reaching art is easy. Then, by the time people come
to face work, family, it gradually fades away from their
lives if they’re not artists or within the circle of the
art world. You feel you’re stuck between your home
and your workplace, never finding enough time to
reach art galleries.
The arts are biologically evolved propensities of
human nature. Our ancestors used ceremonies to
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a ddress the real concerns that affected their survival,
like health, prosperity, abundance and fertility. On
the contrary, now we tend to dismiss the arts, to see
them as a superfluous pleasure for an elite. But if
we’re biologically predisposed to participate in artlike
behavior, then we actually need the arts. Especially
in our fast-paced, sophisticated modern lives, because
it motivates us to show that we care about important things and also encourages us to think about
and question our daily routine.
How about bringing art to your home? When this
project was offered to us it made me think about
how combining art with the intimacy of our home
would work. At first, the concept sounded a bit
controversial in my mind, as it depended on naked
dancers performing in our living room while we
carried on with our daily life. How I would feel when
they were around us performing, I had no idea.
A bit confused, for sure — it’d definitely be an intimate performance.
On the first day of performing, I entered my home
and saw three naked dancers moving some of our
objects around in slow motion. At first, trying not
to look at them as I sat down at the table for lunch,
I noticed with a glimpse that the dancers’ bodies
looked beautiful, very fit. As I went into the kitchen,
my son was playing piano surrounded by the dan
cers. Though I had talked to him about the project
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beforehand, and though he’s very much used to
art stuff, he didn’t seem very comfortable at first.
I spoke to him about art for a while to make him
feel more neutral. Then he moved to the table and
focused on doing his homework.
While I was talking to Dilara, my wife, in my language, Turkish, I felt that the pace of time was
slowing down with the slow motion of dancers. And
it helped me grasp the real meaning of the performance in our tiny living room from my perspective.
I began to talk about the nudity to my son. I told
him Western art depended on “the Nude,” which
reflected divine beauty believed in by the classical
Greeks. But beyond that divine beauty was the
Greek philosophy of freedom and dignity of the
individual. In fact, nudity was synonymous with
integrity. The handsome males represented in nude
form were the ideal reflections of the bond between
the universe and mankind. I explained to him that
in the Greek gymnasium, Nudity was the condition of physical and mental freedom.
This talking about nudity changed the vibration
between the both of us. As if air of the living room
were filling up with more free vibrations.
At that moment, my consciousness moved into an
awareness that dancers were not simply art per
formers that we normally view from a distance, in
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public art spaces, mostly disconnected from us. This
time, in our home, I felt that the beauty and dignity
of the dancers were in a very elegant way connecting
with us. Actually, I even found us within the performance and realized that we were not the audience
but the performers!
Our family’s intimate base, our home, was witnessing
an inspiring and intimate artistic idea. I thought
that, as every art piece has an intimate relationship
with its creator, here in the place of our emotional
and physical intimacy, which basically represents our
desire to belong and to love, performing art was cre
ating a loving environment where there was no need
for us to mask ourselves from one another. And
when we unveiled the curtain from our eyes, it was
quite possible to turn our living space into a performing arts studio in which we could perform the
art of living.
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A Surfer’s Paradise
At Home
Want to surf in bed all day? Artist Cory Arcangel
developed the Arcangel Surfware merchandise line
exclusively for this purpose. His web shop offers
everything from bed sheets to records, t-shirts, and
iPad covers.
For Don’t Talk to Strangers, he transformed Zurich-
based design historian Roland Früh’s bedroom into
a surfer’s paradise. The process of selecting and installing the items he used was accompanied by an
exchange of emails, some of which have been excerpted below.
To help loosen their tongues, visitors were welcomed
with Arcangel’s homemade “Upwardly Mobile Yet
Shiftless” cocktail, which consists of ice, eight ounces
of Havana Club Añejo Blanco rum, and Coca-Cola
Zero. Served in a highball glass.
Hey!

have your feedback, if you’re ok with
how this looks.

On Tue, Feb 3, 2015 at 9:04 PM,
Roland Früh wrote:


We put the sheets, the book next to
the bed, just kind of normal.

Hi Cory,
we installed today, just to see and
check with you. Would be great to
12

But we did remove all our shirts and
jackets from the hangers. And put
the surf ware.

It’s our bedroom — we don’t have much
stuff here.

LOOKS GREAT!
The record’s on the chair, or maybe
it goes onto the bench. or so.
Up 2 u.
that’s it really.
are you ok with that? We’re open for
suggestions.

FANTASTIC!
The light looks rather dim, it’s
better in reality.

One question, regarding the record
– shall we play the record?
– I might borrow a record player like
the one on the pictures below, which
could be nice in sync with the visual

Nah, I think, it is more likely one would have
a record, but not play it. So, u could have
the record, and record player, but not play
it unless someone asks.
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just say what you think.
we can make adjustments tomorrow and
Thursday.

SUPER!
hope you’re well!
I saw some pictures of Rejkjavik (?)
which looks great!

Thanks!, yes, Reykjavik was so fun, and
everything looked perfect here.
Thanks again for this! This was a fun project!
Cory
-+++
Cory Arcangel
Arcangel Studio Incorporated
studio.coryarcangel.com
Mon-Thur, 10-6pm
220 36th Street A511 / Box 20
Brooklyn, NY, 11232
1 718 705 9640
+++

Home Territories
A monologue on exhibiting in private spaces
Negotiating the space belonging to a private room
which in turn is used to exhibit art requires us to
consider three points: context, display, and personal
taste. Outside a clean, blank exhibition space, things
can get messy quickly. Indeed, (formal) display requirements often fall short to local circumstances
in which they are presented in: what is the furniture
like; which architectural anomalies are in the way;
which other (art)works could interfere with the ideal
scenario of representation? These considerations
don’t even take into account more ordinary elements
like the possibility that children or any other family
members might be present. How can the work be
conserved and maintain its longevity?
A more pressing matter is to establish one’s motivation. Do the objects occupying the space fit your
typical collector’s behavior? Does the space consist
of an accumulation made through egocentric impulses, or through that caveman-like need for chasing,
collecting, and owning objects that psychologists
have found lingering in us all?
Though institutional curators would argue that
any private entity keeping works of art for itself is
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selfish in nature. Perhaps there are instances where
the desire to de-privatize one’s home counters such
narcissistic tendencies. Perhaps the experience of art
and its power of resonating within someone is
complicated by giving a stranger access to another’s
private quarters — at least one can hope so.
One’s own preferences always seem to succumb
to another person’s taste — there’s always a deferral
of judgment. It’s as if the original intent that comes
from living with and showcasing a work of art gives
way when someone else is the observer: a certain
amount of collateral damage has to be accepted, a
certain blurring of sight, feeling, and experience.
No matter the type of relationship one has with the
spectator — anonymous, foreign, acquainted, supportive, affectionate — it’s the links between host and
viewer that seem to define the readability of the work
of art being exhibited, at least to a certain extent.
A minefield of considerations thus make exhibiting
works in a private home for a (semi-)public audience a challenging endeavor. That said, it also gives
us the opportunity to experience a piece of art in
its purest state; we witness the moment following
its production, exhibition, and sale in someone
else’s home, in someone else’s life. In this way, the
work of art as object, as entity, as life form, becomes one of the most authentic and powerful experiences imaginable.
15

Four Illustrated Stories
Alejandro Cesarco, whose work often explores the
relationship between words and images, took part
in the exhibition by publishing a booklet titled
Four Illustrated Stories, a dialogue held with his
host, Christoph Schifferli. The two exchanged
stories (contributed by Cesarco) and images (taken
from Schifferli’s collection of film stills) which
were compiled in a booklet for the occasion of Don’t
Talk to Strangers. The publication was placed on
a shelf in the host’s extensive library where Cesarco’s
previous books were usually stored, while those
same books were placed on display in the art space.

The following pages are excerpted from “Four Illustrated S
tories”,
a book compiled by Alejandro Cesarco and Christoph Schifferli.
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We've finally landed in Nice. Lots of lazing about
and sleep. Really nice (despite the sunburn). Love.
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Semi-closeup of girl by geranium (soft view).
Finishes watering it — examines plant to see
if it has any signs of growth, finds slight
evidence — smiles — one part is sagging —
she runs fingers along it — raises hand over
plant to encourage it to grow.
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Aloïs Godinat was hosted by Urs
Steiner and 
Humberto 
Gollabeh
at Brauerstrasse, 
Zurich

P.28

Alejandro Cesarco was h
osted
by Christoph Schifferli at
Wartstrasse, Zurich

P.22

Slavs and Tatars were hosted
by Martin Furler Bassand at
Badenerstrasse, Zurich

P.29

Michèle Graf and Selina Grüter
were hosted by Dania Michel
at Winkelwiese, Zurich

P.23

Federico Herrero was hosted by
Stefan Bumbacher and Stefan
Bigler at Hohlstrasse, Zurich

P.30

Karin Lehmann was h
osted by
Florian Schmidt-Gabain at

Bäckerstrasse, Zurich

San Keller was hosted by
Andrea Deiana at Müllerstrasse,

Zurich

P.31

Linda Tegg was hosted by
ilara Erbay & Ahmet Bugdayci
D
at E
agle Street, New York

P.25

Peles Empire was hosted by
Dominique Meier at Eglistrasse,
Zurich

P.32

Karyn Olivier was hosted by
Mally Sustick & Molly O’Brian

at G
raham Avenue, New York

P.26

Cory Arcangel was hosted by 
Roland
Früh at Grüngasse, 
Zurich

P.33

P.27

Richard Long was hosted by Jan
Marckhoff at Lagerstrasse,
Zurich

Thomas Moor was hosted by
iana Abi Khalil at Hart
D
Street, New York
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Cory Arcangel created an installation
made of products from his merchan
dising line Arcangel Surfware, which
was designed to meet the needs of
web addicts. The host’s bedroom was
equipped with bed sheets, iPad
accessories, books, and sweatshirts

stamped with rainbow-colored yin-yang
symbols. (Text P.12, Image P.26)
Alejandro Cesarco, whose work 
often explores the relationship between words
and images, took part in the exhi
bition by publishing a booklet titled
Four Illustrated 
Stories, a dialogue
held with his host, 
Christoph
Schifferli. The two ex
changed stories
(contributed by 
Cesarco) and images
(taken from Schifferli’s collection
of film stills) which were compiled
in a booklet for the occasion of
Don’t Talk to Strangers. The publi
cation was placed on a shelf in the
host’s extensive library where
Cesarco’s previous books were usually

stored, while those same books were
placed on display in the art space.
(Text P.16, Image P.28)
Aloïs Godinat took over his hosts’ in
timate bedroom with a sound and video
installation. He also re
arranged
objects found around their apartment,

creating both an invisible work of
art and a private work for the hosts,
who were the only ones to perceive
the change. (Image P.21)
Spectators who wandered out on opening night to see the work of Swiss
artist duo Selina Grüter and Michèle Graf
found themselves thrown into a
recording session of life itself.

Four cameras were positioned around
an empty room, their real time images
projected onto the space’s four
walls. In the middle of it all were
the visitors, who became, for the
time of the exhibition, observers of
a video installation which took them
as its very subject. (Image P.29)
For as long as he’s been making art,
Federico Herrero has questioned the
spatial boundaries of institutions
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and interiors by painting across
all dimensions. To him, ceilings and
floors are paintable surfaces just
like canvases and walls. For Don’t
Talk to Strangers, Herrero painted a
composition of organic and geometric
shapes across his host’s living room,
turning a simple table into a pingpong court and social center point
within his work.
(Text P.6, Image P.23)

San Keller took the doors from R
éunion,
the exhibition space where Don’t
Talk to Strangers was taking place,
and exchanged them with those of the
caretaker’s flat above the gallery.
Through this social e
xchange, he
explored some of the questions that

arise from art’s p
roduction and presentation to a p
ublic. (Image P.24)
When Karin Lehmann discovered a precious collection of cocktail glasses
in her host’s apartment, she quickly
decided to displace them all into
the art space. In exchange, she
created a new set consisting of 165

ceramic mugs, which were put to use

by visitors and hosts alike during
the exhibition. Meanwhile, the original glasses were displayed as if in
a museum collection in the art space.
(Image P.30)

Richard Long, known for making art by
walking through landscapes, con
tributed two works to Don’t Talk to
Strangers which brought the privacy
of walking alone in nature back into
the intimacy of the home. A circle
of scrap metal titled Around the Edge
of Agadez and a photograph titled
Wet Weather Walking, Switzerland were
exchanged for the sofa found in the
hosts’ living room. (
Image P.27)
Thomas Moor secretly placed the viewer
within a major commercial g
allery
and in front of the world’s priciest
art, slowly revealing a
bstracted
reflections of costly paintings on

the space’s floor. This attention to
the ground also took center stage
in Moor’s per
formance-video piece,

where he is 
pictured "treasure
hunting," metal detector in hand,

in an ordinary 
public plaza that
is actually situ
ated atop the Swiss
national gold 

reserve. 
(Image P.33)

Karyn Olivier went to extremes to 
remove
every object in a Brooklyn home’s
living room. From books and frames
on the wall to a rack of clothing and
a stack of vinyl records, Olivier’s
total displacement of these items to
the art space 
resulted in a freshly
uncluttered living space. In place of
the objects, the artist made a simple
yet powerful gesture: she wallpapered
the room with life-sized photographs
of the space as it stood before 
being
emptied. (Image P.32)
Peles Empire’s intervention took place
in the back of a Swiss architecture
loft, where the group 
installed
a photographic reproduc
tion of an
opulent room in the 

Peles 
Castle.
Visitors making their way through the
space were able to 
explore a part
of the former summer residence of the
Romanian royal 
family. (Image P.25)
Slavs and Tartar’s wall carpet 
"Beware
the Anti-Imperialist Imperialist"
is part of the Ringier Col
lection,
installed in a co-operative flat

in 
Zurich. The work touches upon the
similarities between the Iranian
Revolution of 1979 and the Russian

Revolution of 1917. Both 
revolutions
advocated getting rid of foreign
influence. (Image P.22)

Unfolding over two days, Linda Tegg’s
contribution to Don’t Talk to
Strangers set up an intriguing clash:
before the viewer’s very eyes, the
everyday happenings of a family’s
home were contrasted with the
presence of a naked performer. Upon

completion of the performance, the

dancer left with a personal item
which was eventually placed within
the art space. (Text P.8, Image P.31)
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